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Introduction
A Green bond is a debt security that ties the capital raised to the financing of
projects with explicit environmental benefits. Green bonds allow investors to
support environmental initiatives such as clean transportation and energy
efficiency. They allow issuers to raise additional funding and broaden their
investor base as Environmental Social and Governance (ESG) mandates are
increasing among asset managers.
Green bonds are often issued by organizations trying to implement a longterm environmental strategy through financing multiple infrastructure
projects. When an issuer is planning to launch a Green bond, an independent
global ESG and corporate organization is usually hired to assess the potential
viability of the proposed issuance. This helps the issuer to ensure that its
Green bond framework will be in line with the four pillars of the Green Bond
Principles (GBP). By respecting the GBP and thereby green labelling the bond
issuance, the prospective issuer can gain access to institutional and private
funds earmarked for green initiatives.
Green bonds trading on the secondary market have had generally strong
valuation. The lack of Green bond supply often leads a Green bond on the
secondary market to trade at a premium to a “regular” bond with the same
characteristics. For a potential issuer, this strong valuation can also lead to
savings at origination, in the primary market.

Key Highlights of Green Bond Issuance:
Demand for non-conventional spread products such as green bonds has been
strong in the current market environment.
The Green Bond Framework increases transparency, investors confidence, and
helps to maintain comparability across green bond financed projects as well as
fosters liquidity and transactions in the green bond market space.
Clear diversification across environmentally sustainable projects can help to
mitigate risk for investors.
Regular reporting continues to be a critical aspect to a functional green bond
market.
Since ESG mandates are becoming more common, we expect the Canadian
corporate sector to increase its presence in the green bond market space.

Use of proceeds

Green Bond Principles (GBP)
To promote integrity and the development of green bond markets, the
International Capital Market Association (ICMA) publishes and reviews the
The principles address the use of proceeds, the
management of proceeds, the reporting (see box page 3) and the evaluation
and selection of projects (see illustration on the right). GBPs are updated
frequently and serve to establish the foundations of a reliable green bond
program for investors.
GBP are used within a Green Bond Framework (GBF). The latter sets out for a
specific bond the issuer’s proposed use and management of proceeds (how the
money will be spent), as well as the reporting and evaluation covenants tied to
the green issuance. Frameworks thus standardize disclosure across the green
bond universe, allowing investors to compare green bonds with the same
criterions. This ultimately fosters transactions in the green bond market space
(Please see a
example).

Management of
proceeds
Regular Reporting
Project evaluation and
selection
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External Reviews: material to the reporting principle
An external review is a mechanism by which the alignment between an
individual issuer’s Green Bond Framework and the GBP is guaranteed. This
review can currently take several forms: second party opinions (SPO),
verification, certification and Green bond rating. According to the Climate
Bonds Initiative (CBI), SPO continues to be the dominant form of external
review in the market.

While SPOs generally consist of an assessment of the alignment between
the GBP and an issuer’s GBF, they can also include an evaluation of the
particular environmental features of a project.
In Canada, the two most recognized SPO providers are CICERO and
Sustainalytics (Chart 1).
Chart 1: Canada SPO Providers
(% of total green bonds outstanding)
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A primer on the global green bond market
Although Green bonds have recently generated an increasing amount of
attention, their origins date back to 2007 when the European Investment Bank
(EIB) issued a €600M climate awareness bond. The following year, the World
Bank issued the first labelled Green bond for US$440M. The earliest Green
bonds initiatives came from supranational organisations undertaking climatechange mitigation projects in developing markets. Since then, the
multiplication of issuers, whether government or corporate, made necessary
the elaboration of global standards and principles to certify that the proceeds
from Green bond issuances were indeed directed towards environmentallydriven projects. Along with the publication of the
in
2014 from the ICMA, the number of Green deals increased exponentially.
From less than US$50B in 2014, Green bond issuances reached US$168 in
2018.1
As of April 2019, the
lists around 4430
individual Green bond series. The total notional value of these bonds was
$749B2, almost evenly split between Euro (40%) and U.S. dollar (38%)
denominated series (chart 2).3 At the global level, both corporate and public
(including supranational) bonds are widely available. This is the result of welldeveloped corporate and government-related green markets in the two
regions; the Chinese market is the third most important (11%). Other markets
include Sweden, Australia, Canada, Great Britain and Japan. In the Euro market,
government-related agencies form the largest subclass, with $70B of this class
of bonds outstanding. These are usually tied to projects involving public transit,
clean energy infrastructure and economic development.

Sources: Climate Bonds Initiative and Laurentian Bank Securities calculations.

For example, CICERO attributes to Green bonds three different shades of
green (dark, medium and light green), similar to a rating. The shades
indicate, in CICERO’s opinion, how well the framework (and therefore the
project) supports the transition to a low carbon economy. Investors can
benefit from the precise distinctions offered by those shades of green
when allocating capital.

1
2
3

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative.
Otherwise stated, all amounts are in Canadian dollar.
Including Fannie Mae’s mortgage-backed securities.
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Chart 2: Global bond market
(% of total outstanding)
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Chart 3: Canadian deals by type
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Notes: Only includes currencies with more than $3B outstanding. Total outstanding for all currencies was
estimated at $749B as of May 1st 2019.
Source: Climate Bonds Initiative and Laurentian Bank Securities calculations.

The Canadian Green Bond Market
The World Bank issued the first-ever Canadian dollar-denominated Green
bond in 2011. Three years later, in 2014, financial institutions took the lead
and issued Canadian corporate Green bonds for the first time, including TD
Bank ($500M) and THP Partnership ($232M). The Canadian market then
expanded steadily between 2015 and 2017 with supranational institutions
such as the European Investment Bank raising $2.0B over two years and the
opening the provincial market with two deals worth
$1.6B. The first Canadian municipality to issue a Green bond was
, in
2017. It raised $102M to finance stage 2 of its Light Rail Transit Project.
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Notes: Canadian dollar-denominated issues only. Classification by Laurentian Bank Securities.
Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and LBS Econ. Res. and Strategy.

On a global level, the Canadian Green bond market is still rather small with a
total of $15.0B outstanding (2% of global Green bond outstanding, see chart
2 above). In contrast to the United States and Europe, Canada’s market is
mostly domestic. Governmental bonds, including local authority and
agencies, form 85% of Canadian dollar-denominated issues (chart 4). (81%
excluding supranational.)
Chart 4: Canadian outstanding by type of issuer
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In 2018, deals surged when $7.2B in green financing was raised (chart 3). As
Green bonds became better known to investors and the general public, a
larger ecosystem of organizations started raising funds to finance eco-friendly
projects. In 2018, the
and Ontario formed the largest
issuer group ($2B). Pension plans (CPPIB, $1.5B), as well as utility companies
(
, $450M and
,
$300M), were notable among major issuers last year. With $2.6B raised so far
in 2019, Canadian Green bond issuances are on track to surpass the highwater mark established in 2018.
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Note: Canadian dollar-denominated issues only. As of May 8th 2019. Classifications by Bloomberg (BCLASS
1 and BCLASS 2).
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and LBS Econ. Res. and Strategy.
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Chart 6: Synthetic Quebec green bond index price return
versus regular Quebec bond price return

Chart 5: Canadian outstanding by credit rating
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Note: Green bonds credit ratings are backed by the issuer's full balance sheet.
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and Laurentian Bank Securities.
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Notes: The Green benchmark is the amount outstanding-weighted price return (yield-to-maturity) of
Q 1.65 03/03/2022 and Q 2.45 03/01/2023 green bonds. The regular benchmark is the amount
outstanding-weighted price return (yield-to-maturity) of Q 12/01/2022 and 09/01/2023 bonds. Total
return is calculated from 21 may 2018.
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and Laurentian Bank Securities calculations.

Potential for growth

Domestic market behavior

The climate change imperative

Recently, the Green bond market has been considered a “buy-and-hold”
market due to the relative scarcity generated, in our opinion, by a supplydemand imbalance. The abundance of new Pension Funds and Asset
manager Socially Responsible Investments (SRI) mandates combined with
limited Green bond supply thus often make it challenging to generate
secondary market flows. However, this situation is evolving as the supply of
Green bonds continues to grow. Also, some investors are making efforts to
consolidate their position into more liquid series. Secondary flows are thus
starting to increase. Upcoming Green bond issuances are expected to further
improve liquidity, especially at the provincial level, over the short-term
horizon.

Canada is part of the 1992 United Nations Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). It collaborates with other countries to stabilize atmospheric
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations at levels “that would prevent
dangerous interference with the climate system,” e.g. mitigating climate
change effects. Canada’s goal, officialized at the December 2015 Conference
of Parties in Paris (COP21), is to achieve a 30% reduction of its GHG emissions
below its 2005 levels by 2030. This would be equivalent to emitting 517
mega-tonne (mt) of Co2 in 2030 relative to an estimated 754 mt in 2017
(chart 7).

Provincial Green bond products continue trading at a higher price than their
respective “regular” bond of the same maturity. Taking as an example bonds
issued by the government of Quebec, this premium recently stabilized at
around 1bp (chart 6). The quality of the product, as well as client ESG and SRI
requirements are likely to underpin current price dynamics in the Green
bond sector.

The latest
projects a substantial reduction in
Canada’s emissions, to 583 Mt Co2. To accomplish this, several initiatives
both at the federal, provincial and municipal levels, will be undertaken; many
of these have been announced but have yet to be implemented. They should
lead to the initiation of multiple projects that could be financed through a
Green bond framework. Indeed, measures under the
include improving energy
efficiency in building and appliances and reducing coal-fired electricity
5
generation, among others.
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The government of Canada has budgeted $22B to invest in green
infrastructure projects, including mass transit and reserve water
infrastructure. Many projects, such as
are already partly financed through the issuance of Green
bonds.
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United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: good health and well-being,
affordable and clean energy, industry innovation and infrastructure,
sustainable cities and communities and responsible consumption and
production.
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Chart 8: Provincial Capital Plans
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Note: Excluding land use, land-use change and forestry.
Source: Canada's National Reports to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate change
(2017).
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Source: BC taxpayer-supported capital spending (Budget 2019), Alberta Capital Plan
(Budget 2019), Ontario Capital Plan (Budget 2019), Plan québécois des infrastructures
2019-2029.

Provincial capital plans

Climate-aligned Bonds

Capital spending is a major component of provincial fiscal frameworks
generating important financing requirements. We estimate that over the
next three years, the combined capital plans of British Columbia, Alberta,
Ontario and Quebec will aggregate to $118B (chart 8). While a portion of
those will be directly dedicated to environmental and climate initiatives, a
large amount will be attributed to sectors such as transportation, health and
education with tremendous potential opportunities to be financed with
Green bonds. Previous examples include Ontario’s Mackenzie Vaughan
Hospital or the Phase 1C of the Ontario Center for Addiction and Mental
Health. The Ontario government estimates that this project corresponds to
five (out of seventeen)

In its 2018 review of the Canadian Green bonds market, the Climate Bonds
Initiative estimates that potentially $50.1B of Canadian bonds outstanding is
“climate-aligned“. Climate-aligned bonds are defined as bonds (labelled
“green” or not) that derive 75% and more of their revenues from “green”
business lines. CBI identifies strongly-aligned companies such as Innergex
Renewable Energy Inc., Lower Mattagami Energy L.P. and Cascades Inc. as
potential green issuers. It also cites Hydro-Québec as a potential entrant in
this market due to the sustainable nature of its electricity-generation
activities.
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Recent Market developments

LAURENTIAN Bank financial group

Large pension funds, such as CPPIB, have completed large deals in the Green
bond market place as they have the option to fund diverse renewable energy,
water and wastewater management, and green real estate projects. Investors
should expect to see growth in Green bond issuance from these types of
companies.

ESG Involvement

Since pricing for Green bonds is currently favorable, pension funds could use
this opportunity to pass the cost advantage to economically viable projects
promoting sustainable initiatives.
As the number of Green mandates continues to grow and because the
current supply-demand imbalance is supporting prices, we expect to witness
a more active participation from the Canadian corporate sector; similar to
what is occurring in other jurisdictions where the corporate Green market is
more mature. Already, in 2018-19, we saw Canadian banks setting up their
Green frameworks to move ahead with future Green funding.
Dominique Lapointe
Economist |Economic Research and Strategy
Andrés Quintana, CAIA
Analyst |Debt Capital Markets
This document is intended only to convey information. It is not to be construed as an investment guide
or as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned in it. The author
is an employee of Laurentian Bank Securities (LBS), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Laurentian Bank
of Canada. The author has taken all usual and reasonable precautions to determine that the
information contained in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable and
that the procedures used to summarize and analyze it are based on accepted practices and principles.
However, the market forces underlying investment value are subject to evolve suddenly and
dramatically. Consequently, neither the author nor LBS can make any warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of information, analysis or views contained in this document or their usefulness or
suitability in any particular circumstance. You should not make any investment or undertake any
portfolio assessment or other transaction on the basis of this document, but should first consult your
Investment Advisor, who can assess the relevant factors of any proposed investment or transaction.
LBS and the author accept no liability of whatsoever kind for any damages incurred as a result of the
use of this document or of its contents in contravention of this notice. This report, the information,
opinions or conclusions, in whole or in part, may not be reproduced, distributed, published or referred
to in any manner whatsoever without in each case the prior express written consent of
Laurentian Bank Securities.

Environment
Corporate Offices: Montreal –Silver LEED-certified ; Toronto – Gold LEEDcertified
B2B Bank partnership with Bullfrog since 2015: Bullfrog has put more than
3,675 MWH of green electricity onto the grid on B2B Bank’s behalf, B2B
Bank has displaced 630 tonnes of CO2-equivalent
Environmental risks evaluated by our credit management and risk
management teams
Renewable energy loan portfolio
Participated in the issuance of $2.8B of green bonds in 2018

Social
Our mission is fundamental to the benefit of society: Help customers
improve their financial health
$1.2M of donations to the communities we served in 2018
Soon to offer no-fee digital banking, making no-fee banking widely
accessible

Governance
Strong female representation: Board - 44% women, Management – 58%
women, Workforce -55% women
Diversity in the workplace : 28% visible minorities, 5% persons with
disabilities
Executive compensation: aligned with shareholders’ interest, ownership
requirements for management and directors; pay for performance –no
guarantee bonuses- financial performance thresholds must be met
Continually enhance compliance
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